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This is a straightforward mod, both in its concept and execution. The mod adds a new color
to the sea lantern for the game's many available dyes. 
 
 
Crafting recipes for these new colors of sea lanterns is also easy. Players must make a ring
of regular sea lanterns in the crafting interface and then place a single dye into the center.
Thankfully, the output for this craft is eight colored sea lanterns, making it a one-on-one
recipe. 
 
 
The only downside of the mod is that Minecraft does not support colored lighting, though
some modders have managed to get it working, though these mods are all out of date now.
This means that all these different sea lanterns produce the same light color. 
 
 
2) Macaw's Lights and Lamps 
 
 
Macaw's Lights and Lamps is a mod that adds a few different light fixtures, half very modern
and half more medieval. There are lanterns and lantern fixtures, both regular fire, and soul
fire variants. There are also lamps, wall chandeliers, and even a lava lamp for players to put
on a bedside table. 
 
 
However, the most interesting part of this mod is just how customizable some of the pieces
are. For example, players can make the most lighting fixtures as tall as they want, and lights
can be turned on and off by crouching and interacting. 
 
 
1) Additional Lights 
 
 
The Additional Lights mod adds eight different types of light, including wall torches, floor
lamps, small and large standing torches, and small and large fire pits, to name a few. There
are more than 200 variations and different types of light. 
 
 
The mod has also added two different styles of flame. One is a taller, more narrow flame, and
the other is a shorter, wider flame. These styles of flame also have regular orange and soul
fire variants. 
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